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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Solve a practical problem of converting non-BIM geometry to a BIM model
Learn how to use FormIt as a container to translate geometry to Revit
Learn how we used a Dynamo Script to map surfaces to native Revit Elements
Learn how to iterate design options using Project Fractal

Description
Where do you start design? The best tool for a designer is the pencil, and every design begins
with a sketch. We have several experienced designers who have embraced the digital pencil for
a project-centered workflow. In this class, we will go through a process to convert surfaces to
BIM (Building Information Modeling) using FormIt, and bring the results into Revit software. We
will explore how to overcome the challenges of surface geometry interoperability using Dynamo.
We will explore the Dynamo Script to convert surface geometry with no design intelligence or
data to native Revit elements, and use Dynamo Player to help our designers iterate through
changes in a model. Lastly, we will use the parameters to flex through numerous iterations on
the web with Project Fractal. We will evaluate the pros and cons of automation versus starting a
model from scratch in Revit. The process lets us reduce rework, helping improve efficiency in
the early stages of design.

Speaker(s)
Reeti Gupta

Reeti Gupta is the Director of Practice Technology at HKS. Her 18 years of professional experience
includes Architecture Design, Visualization, Computation Design with expertise in tools such as Revit,
3dsMax, Dynamo, Generative Components, dRofus to name a few. She currently works on improving
processes for Designers through innovation in data centric workflows, expanding the use of Virtual Reality
& BIM Management. She has a bachelor’s degree in Architecture from Academy of Architecture, Mumbai
and a Master’s Degree in Digital Arts and Sciences from University of Florida, Gainesville. She has won
awards for her work in Renderings, Designed the Dubai Towers Dubai Project using Computation Design
amongst other international projects, authored unique healthcare space planning tools using Computation
Design, participant at Smart Geometry Conferences, she presented Data Driven Approaches in our
practice as a Keynote Speaker at the Midwest-U 2018 conference.
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Timothy Logan
As a computational designer with HKS LINE, Timothy has led the effort on the design and digital
work flow for both small and large-scale projects, leveraging computational design to aid in the
decision-making process, visualization, modeling, fabrication, and construction processes. With
a dedication to sustainability he has helped push simulation into the early design stages to align
stakeholder and project goals to create a more sustainable project. A heavy use of more
traditional computer programming in addition to the visual kind more common in architecture
has enabled him to research and produce tools like a geometry kernel that can be used
independently of common host applications, a digital project delivery strategy approved for use
in California to digitally stamp documents, and created a plugin for Grasshopper named Elk - a
mapping and topography plugin that makes it easier to bring in contextual information early on
in projects.
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Solve a practical problem of converting non-BIM geometry to a BIM
model Non-BIM Geometry: Sketchup Model
Designers Tools: Paper, Pencil, Mind – Imagination; but producing design options may look
like this:

Typical Sketchup Model

Sketchup is used as a digital Clay with sophisticated tools to push and pull surfaces to create
Form. The organizational aspect of this is often not established and is a free for all approach.
We recognized this pattern and want to create a workflow to standardize and organize the
Surface Model geometry to pipe into Revit as a BIM Element.
Understand the final output and deliverable for the project. If we are to submit only
conceptual views and renderings we can use a Surface based Modeling Tool such as Sketchup.
Sketchup Layers are often unorganized and depending on the organizational rigor of the
designer we will have number of groups, components, groups within groups, some of those
groups may be all on Layer 0. This really causes a lot of problems to translate surfaces and
models to BIM. Modeling within Sketchup can also be sloppy causing overlapping surfaces and
a ton of triangulation for simple coplanar surfaces that are caused due to improper Boolean
actions.
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Progression of Model from Sketch to BIM

1. Sketch-up to FormIt
Solve a Practical Problem of converting surface geometry (non-BIM) to BIM Elements. To do
so, we are leveraging Formit as a ‘Container’ of geometry.
Layer Set up in Sketchup
Organize Layers to Basics: Wall Types, Curtain Wall Types, Floors, Roof, Windows, etc.
Keep the geometry as simple as you can, purge unused layers, delete any CAD layers &
other 2D lines. Remember Garbage IN = Garbage OUT.
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Purge Unused in Sketchup:
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2. Importing Sketch-up geometry to Formit
Even though we are converting a SKP model to FormIt, we will not be using either of
those programs to export or import the geometry. First, please install the FormIt Add-in:

The FormIt for Revit Add-in – https://formit.autodesk.com/page/download
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We will be in Revit World to convert these files!
Method 1:
Use Revit, Under the Add-ins Menu – FormIt Converter >Import Sketchup (.SKP) to
FormIt (.AXN)

Best to have the one Sketchup File you want to convert saved to a separate folder.

Create a Folder to Save the FORMIT File to as well, the file will be saved as a .AXN file.
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This goes usually quick, this model took less than 2 minutes to convert.
At this point we are done with using Revit for Conversion.
Method 2:
Import Sketchup Model to FormIt Directly
Launch FormIt to evaluate the Model. This is an alternative to skip using the Add-in from Revit
to convert SKP to FormIt and instead use the Importer from FormIt itself.
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Model imported to FormIt using the Import Function within Formit:

You may see an error upon import :

Please use the options to correct these faces per the link provided below.
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This workflow is also documented in the Formit Blog post:
https://formit.autodesk.com/blog/post/using-formit-to-get-sketchup-data-into-revit
This will allow the user to flatten some triangulated uneven surfaces that come in during the
import. All SKP Groups and Components covert as Groups. When preparing to import into
Revit, you can re-categorize Groups as Mass, Furniture, Generic and several other Revit
Categories.
Layers from Sketchup & Materials from Sketchup get well translated to FormIt

Next, we will hold the Model in FormIt as a Container only to view & organize the geometry
further if needed.
It’s time to bring this geometry from Formit (.AXN) Format to Revit. For very large files, we
decided to create separate .AXN files by Layer to be able to organize the conversion in Revit
one layer at a time, step by step.
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3. Dynamo to Revit
At its heart this class is about a strategy for interoperability. What is presented within this
document and its accompanying presentation provides some ways to handle interoperability but
is not anywhere near exhaustive enough to handle all challenges that emerge when translating
between a data-poor geometry model like SketchUp or any typical CAD platform will provide, to
comparatively data-rich but rigid BIM model that Revit expects. As such this handout will cover
the 6 provided Dynamo files that are provided as part of this class, discussing the decisions
made while determining the different algorithms and the limitations that constrain them.
One of the reasons FormIt is a valuable tool to process into Revit, whether it’s a native FormIt
project or one that originates in SketchUp, is because for all of its lack of intelligence, it still has
more than a direct import of something like SketchUp to Revit would be otherwise. While not an
absolute rule, there is some expectation that SketchUp models will utilize groups in a similar
fashion to CAD blocks. Importing a SketchUp model to FormIt retains these groups, and the
really useful bit is that FormIt retains these when it’s imported into Revit. This organization
carrying through to the Revit model is where the real usefulness comes in, because each group,
often comparable to a Family, can be quickly isolated and translated to an appropriate BIM
element.

Importing FormIt to Revit

The process of bringing a FormIt model into Revit is simple, but first you’ll need to load an
Autodesk produced plugin named FormIt Converter. This tool contains a few commands to
allow bidirectional processing of information, to go from Revit or SketchUp to FormIt, and to go
from FormIt to Revit. The one command that is of interest for this talk is the ‘Import FormIt to
RVT’ command.

A SCREENSHOT OF THE ADD-INS TAB FOR REVIT 2019 SHOWCASING THE FORMIT CONVERTER PLUGIN

Launching the ‘Import FormIt to RVT’ command will allow to select a model to import to an
existing Revit file. This is not something you can use to instantiate a new Revit file, only import
into your current project file. So fire up a new project using your template of choice before you
try running the import command.
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CREATE A NEW PROJECT BEFORE IMPORTING A FORMIT FILE

Once you’re in an empty Revit file, or other existing Revit file if that’s your choice, run the Import
FormIt to RVT command as shown above. This will take you to a familiar open file dialog where
you can specify the AXM file you’d like to use. Select the file and click OK and be prepared to
wait a few minutes. A fairly simple model will only take a couple of minutes to import, but a
highly detailed and complex model could take a considerable amount of time, to the point of
being functionally impossible.
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DETAILED FORMIT MODEL, DERIVED FROM SKETCHUP

The model shown in FormIt above was only 13MB SketchUp model import and was not practical
to import into Revit. As an experiment it was imported as-is into Revit using the FormIt
Converter plugin. After 20 hours it was still processing, and while it may have gotten there
eventually, it’s not a very desirable experience. Instead, clean up and save out relevant parts of
the model as described in the beginning of this document, then import the parts as needed into
Revit.
The time it takes to import is greater than you would expect from a typical SKP file import/link
because not only is the FormIt Converter plugin reading and translating the geometry, but it’s
building Revit families for every group element and then placing instances of those families. As
you’ll see once it’s finished, the families it makes look great and consistent with the FormIt
model, but they’re created as mass families and there is no interpretation on the tool’s behalf to
try and create more typical, and ultimately useful, Revit families.
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A FORMIT MODEL (LEFT) AND REVIT MODEL (RIGHT) CREATED VIA FORMIT CONVERTER FOR REVIT

Starting Out Right

One important step to take after your model is imported, but before you start translating it to BIM
elements, is to make sure the building is properly located and oriented. Revit has an expectation
that when you start drawing your model you are doing so in Project North, not True North. There
are tools in Revit to fix the orientation or location of the project to some extent, but it’s not a
quick fix and may wind up causing other errors that need attention. If not taken care of at the
start the problem will likely extend well beyond this model as other disciplines tend to base their
models off the architectural so they link together properly. Do yourself a favor and fix it first.
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FORMIT MODEL AS IMPORTED SHOWS A CROOKED, POORLY PLACED BUILDING

MODEL AFTER CORRECTING PROJECT NORTH ORIENTATION, ELEVATION, AND ORIGIN
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Interoperability Strategy

Achieving a good interoperability workflow requires an understanding of the end goal for the
model and then figuring out ways to get to that point based on what you have. Sometimes this
requires readjustment of how the initial model is created and imported, and sometimes this is
just a matter of finding a good way to work with what you have. The requirements and of a
project will always affect the appropriate strategy for interoperability, so what’s proposed in this
paper/class may work for you, but you may also find you have needs that differ from what is
shown.
When using a tool like Dynamo, its useful to spend time as you start your interoperability
strategy to get a feel for what the requirements are for creating different types of elements.
What are the inputs to create a floor, a wall, windows, doors, roofs, and so on? Understanding
what you need to create them, and then creating a path from your model elements to get this
information is going to be the key to success.
What we will try to show is that there are always tradeoffs with the amount of effort versus the
payoff of developing a robust set of interoperability tools, even with a platform as flexible as
Dynamo. For the next few sections I’ll discuss each of the Dynamo based tools that we’ve
created and point out what they’re good at doing, and what they’re not. Sometimes this is a
matter of the needs of the project not needing something more robust than produced, and
sometimes it’s because there’s a limitation in Dynamo or Revit in what can be accomplished
even with a tool like Dynamo.

Mass2Floor.dyn

This is the main file I’ll be discussing during the presentation, and it’s partially because is simple
enough to be digestible but has enough complication to be satisfying. It also brings up some
interesting problems as relates to the limitations within Revit’s Application Programming
Interface (API) and how you may have to adjust your workflow around in a way that you
wouldn’t otherwise do when manually building a Revit model.
With Floors, there are two built in Dynamo objects to create a floor, both with the same name.
The difference between them is pretty minimal and is a matter of whether it expects a single
polycurve for the boundary, or a list of curves as segments of the boundary.

FLOOR.BYOUTLINETYPEANDLEVEL COMPONENTS AND THEIR DIFFERING INPUTS
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If you delve a little deeper down the programming rabbit hole Dynamo presents and see the
Revit API’s documentation on how to create a floor, you’ll see that there are three different ways
to create a floor programmatically in Revit.

NEWFLOOR CREATION METHODS FROM REVIT’S API DOCUMENTATION

What isn’t explicit in the descriptions shown, and maybe not even from the Dynamo
components, is that you can only create a floor programmatically with a single outline without
any internal cut outs. If you have a slab that has openings in it for any reason, then you will
need to make sure you’re only accessing the outer boundary when you go to create a floor. If
the openings are necessary, they require an additional step to generate an Opening or Shaft
object which are not part of the default Dynamo experience. It is possible to find a package that
can create these, but it is something that you will need to seek out. As an alternative, you could
also have Dynamo generate some Detail or Model Lines for you that indicate where these
openings need to be, providing a beneficial aid to generate the model even though it would not
be fully automated.
Given the context of the above limitations when creating a floor, it’s important to note that this
Dynamo file does not handle openings, and if there are openings in a slab you’re working with
there is a good chance it will fail. There are ways around this, as shown in the also provided
Mass2Wall Dynamo files. The reason why the Wall tools include such a feature and the Floor
tool does not comes down to the needs of the project and a trade-off of time versus robustness.
These tools were built for this project, but building from knowledge and previous experience
building similar tools. Parts of these files were pulled from other Dynamo scripts used in other
projects, and I image these will change over time as they’re used and modified to suit other
projects. At the time of their creation though, there was no need to handle more than a single
set of curves that defines the outer boundary of the wall so no effort was put into make a tool
that could handle them.
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ERROR WHILE CREATING A FLOOR WITH OPENING

With that disclaimer out of the way, lets take a look at how the Mass2Floor file works. The
exploration on how to do this started with a similar script as shown in the image above, just
without the error. Selecting the top face of a mass family that the FormIt plugin created that
represented a floor and looking at how we could take the perimeter curves from that
face/surface to create a floor. But the nice thing that the FormIt process does for us is give
several instances of the same mass family that needs to be translated into a proper Revit floor.
Because they’re consistent and family based already, its easy to isolate them and work on just
converting them to floors.
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FINDING THE TOP SURFACE(S) OF THE MASS FAMILY

This script starts by using the Select Model Elements component to grab the mass family floor
objects, but it could have also been done by using other methods. I was initially going to use the
All Elements of FamilyType component to grab them after specifying the FamilyType from the
appropriate component, but due to the name of the SketchUp/FormIt groups and subsequent
Revit families, it would be difficult to keep track of what family was what.

PLUGIN GENERATED MASS FAMILY NAMES
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After selecting the families, however is deemed appropriate, this component then extracts the
faces for surface geometry and then looks for any surfaces with a normal, a vector
perpendicular to the face surface, that is aligned with the Z axis of the model space. At other
times during other project translations I have performed this action differently. Most notably by
sorting the surfaces by their surface area and finding the two largest (typically the top and
bottom surfaces) and then finding the one with a higher elevation. This again was a choice
based entirely on the context of this project as I was not sure if I’d be using the top surface or
the bottom surface, of which the latter had a depression which I may have wanted to utilize or
accommodate.

FINDING THE HIGHEST SURFACE(S)

The next step in the definition is to find the top polysurface (composed of all the surfaces at the
top elevation) which will then allow us to extract the edges. Again, this is organized this way
because of the situation with the file and the fact that a seemingly flat surface may in fact be
made up of multiple triangular surfaces. This in combination with the previous section which
finds any upwards pointing surfaces, not just the top first one as may occur in a perfect
scenario. Then we can join all surfaces at the same elevation together in order to produce a
polysurface which could be made of one or more surfaces as can be seen in the accompanying
presentation.
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FINDING NAKED EDGES OF A POLYSURFACE

Naked edges are something you may not be as familiar with, but they’re usually mentioned in
the context of a Mesh object. When you have a PolySurface or Mesh you will typically have a
geometric object that is made up of multiple faces and edges that touch a single face are
typically called naked edges and may also be thought of as an exterior edge versus an interior
one when adjoining multiple faces.

NAKED EDGES ARE EDGES WHICH ARE SHARED WITH A SINGLE FACE
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These three sections were pieced together to allow the Dynamo script to work with either a
single surface or multiple ones, and to be able to find it automatically with some degree of
reliability. There are certainly situations where this methodology doesn’t work, but this provides
a general idea of how you could go about working through the problem.

FINDING AN APPROPRIATE LEVEL

The last section will search through the Levels already created in your Revit file and allow you to
find the appropriate one to use based on the elevation of the polysurface that gets found in the
second section (Find Top PolySurface). This compares the elevation of the polysurface to each
level’s elevation and then provides a sorted list of levels based on the absolute value of the
difference. Taking the first item from the list then gives us the level that is closest to the floor we
want to create.
Once all of these pieces are brought together with a user’s selection of Floor Type, it’s possible
to generate a floor that mimics the source geometry as an appropriate Revit object.

MAKING A FLOOR
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Mass2Wall_*.dyn

There are two Dynamo files provided in the data set that create walls from the masses that the
FormIt Converter creates. They’re mostly identical functionally, but the TessellatedFace version
allows you to select multiple faces of a wall when there is some triangulation present in an
otherwise flat mass. Further up in this document is a link to a FormIt blog post that contains an
explanation and solution to this triangulation, though in some cases I’ve not been able to
successfully merge all faces that I felt were co-planar. The only significant difference between
the TessellatedFace and SingleFace versions of the file are the selection of the face(s) and
extraction of edges that follows. With the SingleFace version, it’s a matter of using the
Surface.PerimeterCurvers component.

FINDING AND GROUPING THE PERIMETER CURVES OF A SURFACE – MASS2WALL_SINGLEFACE.DYN

FINDING AND GROUPING THE PERIMETER CURVES OF A POLYSURFACE – MASS2WALL_TESSELLATEDFACE.DYN

After this point of finding the edges, the rest of the files becomes mostly the same. While
working on these files, particularly after I became aware that they would become a dataset for
this class, I began to start throwing in a lot of different ways to do things that are a bit nonstandard. I tired whenever possible to do things without packages, however using packages
would allow some of this to be developed more smoothly.
This first group is mostly typical components, and even the more elaborate TessellatedFace
version isn’t anything beyond what was already seen in the Floor example, excepting a Python
node that is used near the end of both versions of the group. Delving into the script itself is a bit
beyond the context of this document, but it serves a couple of purposes: grouping sets of
connected curves (outer boundary and inner boundary(ies)) and simplifying those curves where
appropriate. The simplification is a product of dealing with a possible tessellated face, looking
for any segments in the curve loop that are going in the same direction and can be collapsed
into a single segment instead of multiple.
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After this simple beginnings, the actual script for the wall expands in complexity significantly
more than the Floor example that came before it. Looking through the definition you’ll see some
seemingly repetitive sections, but what’s happening here is the script trying to determine what’s
occurring among three different situations that occurred in the creation of this script.

SIMPLE RECTANGULAR WALL PROFILE

First, this could be a fairly straight forward rectangular wall and it will find the top and bottom
curves to determine its location line and it’s height, enabling us to create a wall.

SIMPLE RECTANGULAR WALL WITH DOOR/WINDOW CUT OUTS
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Second, it could be a non-rectangular boundary due only to doors or windows being inserted
into it, therefore should be forced to a more typical rectangle.

WALL WITH IRREGULAR BOUNDARY

Third, it could be a non-rectangular wall that needs to be built as a typical wall with an edited
profile.
These three options are embedded into this one definition to make it a bit easier to use and
maintain than separate versions would be. These groups do familiar things such as finding the
base curve in case it’s a location line based wall. There’s groups to find the appropriate base
level that match what was done in the Mass2Floor file, and data for all of these options are
collected in the magenta highlighted area on the right below.
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Everything preceding this highlighted area is trying to determine the appropriate information
needed to create a wall in each of the three situations outlined above. For a typical rectangular
wall it just finds the lowest curve elevation-wise and then measure’s its elevation against the
highest to determine the wall height. The elevation of this base curve is used to determine which
Level the wall should be hosted to. Then with these three pieces of information and the Wall
Type specified as a user input, a wall can be created. When the Force Rectangular input is set
to true it will find the same base curve but extend it as necessary to ensure a typical wall is
created. And for situations where the profile is not rectangular and the Force option is turned off,
the necessary information is determined to create a wall by profile. Each set of parameters are
then collected into separate lists which are then split out to manage the two truly different
creation methods: By Profile or By Location Line.

CUSTOM COMPILED NODES USED

It is worth noting here that there is no built-in Dynamo component to create a wall by profile.
There is a package named Wombat created by Andrew Heumann and Brian Ringley who at the
time were with Woods Bagot. At the time I created the file I didn’t know about this component
and didn’t have the package installed, so I used one that I’d created previously. This is one of
two custom compiled nodes that are used in the wall scripts, one to create a Wall by Profile, and
another to create a rectangular opening in a wall. The package is included in the dataset
provided with this class, and you can find the source code for them on GitHub.
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CREATING WALLS

After the data for creating the walls is grouped together, there’s another logical argument that is
determining which path to send which piece of grouped data. It’s helping to determine which of
three sets of inputs (rectangular wall, forced rectangular wall, wall by profile) are going to go to
the two output streams (rectangular wall, wall by profile).

REVIT API – WALL CREATION OPTIONS

The last major hurdle to creating a wall is one that’s working around how the Revit API allows
walls to be created. There are 5 overrides (options) for creating a wall with the API, but none of
them allow you to specify the Location Line like you can during a manual wall creation exercise.
This means that all walls are created with a default Location Line style, which happens to be
Wall Centerline. Since we’re trying to build wall’s from a Finish Face surface, we need to offset
the curves being used to create the wall so that the finish face aligns with the surfaces. The
group highlighted in blue above (Get Centerline Offset Vector) is determining the direction to
move the wall’s originating curves and how far to move them in that direction according to the
thickness of the selected wall.
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SET BASE OFFSET AND RECTANGULAR OPENINGS AS NEEDED

The last section is modifying the wall generated in the previous steps. The top green section
(Set Wall Base Offset Parameter) sets the base offset in case the base of the wall doesn’t
perfectly align with the level it’s being assigned to. Below that is a section to create rectangular
wall openings when encountered and when the user’s input specifies that it should in fact create
an opening. There are times when providing openings in this way would not be desirable
(windows, doors, etc) so it can be specified at the time of creation when the designer is in
control of what’s being created. This Wall.CreateWallOpening component is the second custom
generated one that was mentioned earlier.

Mass2CurtainWall.dyn

The next file to dissect is the Mass2CurtainWall file. This one is a special case of wall creation
that the previous files couldn’t manage. This is because the curtain wall is made up of several
components, just as a Revit curtain wall would be, and there’s not as easy way to group them
together and determine what the relevant pieces of data are when the objects likely do not
touch.
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MASSES REPRESENTING CURTAIN WALL PANELS ON A SINGLE CURTAIN WALL

FINDING THE LOCATION LINE AND HEIGHT OF A CURTAIN WALL

To deal with this subset of panels, there are two inputs that are used to determine the location
line of the wall and the height of the wall and both use Edge selection. For determining the
Location Line, we need to know the edges at either end of the curtain wall. If you select two or
more of the edges that are parallel to the face of the curtain wall, the top Create Location Line
from Selection group will determine the end points that are furthest away from each other and
will create a new line from them. The Get Top Elevation component will find the maximum Z
coordinate of the top edge selected and use that to determine the height of the curtain wall by
comparing it against the elevation of the constructed location line.
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SETTING THE LEVEL AND ADJUSTING THE LOCATION LINE TO IT

Next you should find a familiar Find Level group that searches through the Levels in the project
file and finds the closest one to the base of the curtain wall that will be created. After that there
is a group that moves the derived Location Line to the level because otherwise the Base Offset
parameter may not make sense if the base of the curtain wall is not aligned to a level because it
would still read 0 for that parameter and be above/below as modeled.
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WALL CREATED AND BASE OFFSET SPECIFIED

The end of the definition is a quick check to make sure there isn’t a null when moving the
location line, and then providing the inputs to generate a wall. Then as a last touch the Base
Offset parameter is modified as needed to ensure the Wall moves to the correct elevation.

Mass2Column.dyn

After the last few examples, we’ll slow it down here with the creation of columns. This is the
most straight forward of the examples provided and with a little adjustment can fit entirely within
one fairly readable screenshot. Columns can be created a couple of ways within Dynamo, and
for the sake of this example I’m creating one with a vertical centerline, level, and column type.
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CREATING A COLUMN VIA BOUNDING BOX

The first, and really only, new section that’s critical for the creation of the column elements is the
Get Column Centerline group that occurs directly after the Select Model Elements input
component. This takes the input mass family instances and gets their bounding box. A bounding
box element is typically a rectilinear box that is always oriented to the world XY plane, not
necessarily the orientation best orientation for the shape/direction of the object the bounding
box is calculated from. Because the column elements in this model are simple cylindrical
masses it doesn’t really matter what orientation the bounding box is in as the cylinder has the
same bounding box regardless of orientation and as long as it’s vertical.
Relying on this allows us to get a simple bounding box and drawing a line from the centerpoint
of the top and bottom surfaces of the bounding box, giving us the driving geometry for placing
the column. If the column was slanted, another method would be necessary, perhaps not unlike
the Mass2Floor algorithm showcased above that finds the top surfaces, but could instead find
the top and bottom surfaces and find the centroid thereof.
There are two other groups of components in this file, one to find the appropriate base level and
is identical to what has been seen in the other examples, and another one that determines the
width of the bounding box to help identify the size of column that is necessary. To utilize this
part of the script you would need to run it in Dynamo and couldn’t do so through Dynamo Player
as it’s not set up to report anything.

Mass2Roof

The final script to cover in this dataset is the Mass2Roof file that creates a roof, with or without
slope, from a mass. The first step as you may guess at this stage is to determine the extents of
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the roof, essentially the boundary curve that will make up the roof sketch. This is done in a
similar fashion to the tessellated wall and floor examples, by taking a selection of faces and
joining them together into a polysurface. This topology of this surface is examined to find the
boundary edges and to ignore any interior edges.

FIND THE BOUNDARY OF THE ROOF SKETCH
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DETERMINE ROOF CONSTRUCTION DATA

After the sketch profile is found there are three more groups that all perform small functions
before moving on to the roof creation. The top one is our trusty Find Level group that just
locates the appropriate level to use when hosting the roof.
Below that is a group to move the roof sketch to an appropriate elevation. Remember that when
creating a roof, Revit creates the base of the roof at the specified elevation and extrudes it
upwards according to its thickness. Because we’re basing the roof on the top surface of the
mass, where we want the top of the roof to be, we need to adjust the sketch downwards by the
thickness of the selected roof type. The ‘Default Thickness’ parameter value is extracted from
the roof type and a vector is creating moving down by that thickness in the Z direction.
And the last group below that finds the faces that are associated with our boundary edges and
determines the slope of these faces by measuring an angle between their normal (perpendicular
vector) and a Z axis vector.
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ROOF CREATION AND SLOPE DEFINITION

The end of our script is dedicated to creating a roof and performing any necessary modifications
to our new Revit object. The Roof creation uses a default Dynamo component to create a
footprint roof using the outline, roof type, and level that we’ve determined earlier in the script.
After the roof is created, we have two possible modifications to make to it. At the top of this
image you see a group for adjusting the Base Offset parameter. As mentioned earlier there is
some movement of the script to get the sketch into place, but there’s another possible
adjustment that’s added to specify what the Base Offset parameter value should be. This should
all be fairly straight forward Dynamo scripting at this point.
Below that is a script within a group named Set Slope. This gets a little tricky because we again
have to rely on a more complicated scripting method to set the slope for a roof, something that’s
not possible using the default creation methods. This takes the roof, the list of edges, and the
list of slope angles associated with the roof and determines if it needs the slope defined. The
major limitation here is that a single slope value is provided for the entire roof, so all slopes
should be consistent in order to be generated properly. Assigning a Boolean value to the Slope
property of a roof sketch line only takes place inside of the roof sketch editor, a place where the
API and any plugins, Dynamo included, are disabled. This means you cannot set the slope in
that way, and what’s more you don’t necessarily know what the actual sketch lines are, just your
roof.
Briefly, this works by doing a temporary delete of the roof which returns a list of elements
deleted along with the roof which includes the sketch lines. After undoing the delete operation
we can iterate through the elements and find the sketch lines, determine if it’s aligned with a line
that provided boundary line that also has a non-zero slope angle, and then tell it to be a sloping
line. Then a single slope setting is assigned to the roof via it’s instance Slope parameter.
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Final Thoughts On Translation

To end this section on translation strategies and Dynamo script exploration, I just wanted to
reiterate that the intention was to give the reader a feel for how a translation strategy is
developed as much as giving examples of possible scenarios and roadblocks that may occur as
you work to develop a strategy to generate a smarter object than a simple import gives you.
These files worked well for the project shown in the presentation and briefly in screenshots
throughout this section of the document, but will have a lot of shortcomings on different
buildings and situations.
You may have noticed that there’s nothing to manage curved walls, whether it’s freeform curves
that cannot be created with the standard Wall tool in the UI or even Arc based walls that should
be valid to create. This is simply because this project didn’t have any so it wasn’t necessary.
There are also situations where the appropriate method would be to do something like a typical
Wall By Face command when dealing with elliptical, spline, sloped, or non-planar/nonrectangular wall profiles. This is because these tools act as a kind of fancy version of the Wall
By Face, just in that it can create walls that are more typical and easier for designers to work
with down stream than if it was all Wall By Face, but in those situations it’s better to use a
typical wall.
As a final note, just remember that the strategy that’s appropriate for one project is often not the
best strategy for the next, and over time a knowledge and skillset to solve problems will develop
and become more valuable than a simple Dynamo Script. The more complicated you try to
make a script, the more cascading problems it can cause, and sometimes its easier and better
to have a simple script that works well for a single case than a complex script that works for a
variety of uses.
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We will now learn the use of Dynamo Studio to create a Generative Design Option on a schematic
Massing Model created in Sketchup.
We will then be able to connect this Dynamo Script to both Formit and Project Fractal allowing the
designer to further work with the Design using Formit’s Modeling Toolkit in association with the
parameters generated out of the Dynamo Script. Project Fractal on the other hand can be used to iterate
through millions of design options based on the input parameters – that can go out of control easily.
Hence there needs to be a good amount of rigor to use a few parameters that are key to making design
decisions. There are some neat ways to filter out the options we do not need and will be shown below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Launch Dynamo Studio for scripting
Export a .fbx file out of sketchup
Import Massing model in FBX format created in Sketchup.
Try to keep the massing as simple as you can.

In this example, we had two masses- a podium and a tower. We use a FileLoader.FromPath Node and
get the imported objects that will be further filtered out by the diffuse color. The imported geometry is a
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mesh. Here we have filtered out the podium Mesh.

We will now obtain the vertices of the Tower Mesh and separate the Top Vertices from the Bottom
Vertices to use a few selected ones as a reference to create our Generative Façade Design.

Using the List.FilterByBoolMask Node we can separate the Point.Z Values of all the vertices.
We have filtered out/masked the lower vertices at 85.368
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The next Step is a trick & an easy/manual way that can be used to identify the indices that I
need to use to trace the top and bottom edges. Once we filtered out the top vertices and bottom
vertices, we can use a Watch Node to select the Points on each line, the geometry preview will
show the number or index of that selected point. We identified the indices 7 & 8 for the bottom
edge that we needed to trace over the Imported Mesh Geometry. We then used a simple NodeLine.ByStartPointEndPoint to connect the two identified indices 7 and 8.

Tracing Bottom Edge on top of Mesh as a Line
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Tracing Top Edge on top of Mesh as a Line

Defining Extents of Right Ribbon Width: Use the Curve.PointAtParameter Node to limit the width
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Create Control Points to Generate the 2 Profile Curves by creating a framework. We have 4
Control points, CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4.

Prepare to create the surface with UV Parameter Curves by creating the
NurbsCurve.ByControlPoints & combine the 2 curves as one list.
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Create the Surface along with divisions along the UV parameters.
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Repeat the same process for the Left Ribbon Surface, we added more control points here.

We now have a Parametrically Driven Façade with two different profile curves. We can use the SEND TO
WEB function to make this script available to both Formit and Project Fractal.
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At this point, there are some Dynamo Studio Nodes that are not compatible with Project Fractal.
So most of the Packages will not work. We had to revise some of the scripts to be able to
handle the translation to Project Fractal including the FBX import, that had to be unlinked and
the x,y,z coordinates were fed directly to create the lines.
In order to access the scripts online or to share the links to others you can use the Copy LINK
Button above and open the Web version of Dynamo only through this site:
https://dynamo.autodesk.com/login.html?returnurl=index.html
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To use Project Fractal you can log in to this Site using Google Chrome or a browser that
supports Web GL:
https://home.fractal.live/
Go to My Workspaces and Sign in with your Autodesk ID
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You will see the Dynamo Scripts that you have used to Send to Web (in the previous FormIt
Workflow here as well)
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To access this in FormIt, Sign in to your Autodesk Account that points to your A360 account

Power of the parameters with the flexibility of in place massing in FormIt
Do not model geometry inside the Group that is loaded from Dynamo.
You do not need to stop working while the parameters update.
Dynamo Geometry comes in as FormIt Groups, you can use the parameters to change multiple
instances of the same group or you can make a group Unique and not have it change globally.
A formit user who is not a dynamo user can use pre-made dynamo scripts to add to it & mass in
that model. https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=107&v=bH7NKuPtXFY

Next we will see the power of using Project Fractal to iterate through Design Options based on
limiting a few parameters that allow us to make better design decisions.
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Limiting Design Options:
When we use parameters in Dynamo that have the ‘Is Input’ enabled, those will show up in Fractal.
In addition you also can disable the check boxes against each slider. You can also increase the
number of variations. The design iterations will increase or decrease based on the amount of
parameters we enable.
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We can further streamline the outputs as well. We can ‘Star’ the favorites, or use the tools to
reduce the range of options in the parameters.

Conclusion
In the process of streamlining design processes to documentation, we have had to use several
software’s as we still think of ‘data’ or the ‘I’ in BIM as an additional layer of design information to
communicate for construction. Design Ideation needs to be a free and creative process but also
needs to follow some logic, analytical aspect and allow the computer to do what it’s best –
generate options based on the constraints of the design. We hope that the process of converting
the freely modeled surfaces to BIM elements using Dynamo allows us to save time and effort in
remodeling the design. Interoperability is still a thing in 2018!
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